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Definitions

self-sufficient: able to supply one's own or its own needs without external 

assistance (Merriam-Webster) 

(de facto synonyms: autonomus, autarkic)

Schmidt et. al. (2012) distinguish:

absolute energy self-sufficiency – off-grid system

relative energy self-sufficiency – grid-connected system (= zero net energy) 
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Measuring self-sufficiency

energy self-sufficiency ratio:

total (endogenous) energy production / total energy consumption [%]

some methodological considerations:

• energy carriers: heat, electricity, fuels

• spatial boundaries of ’local’ production

• spatial boundaries of consumption (mobility)

(Barcelona Energy Agency, 2013)
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Why self-sufficiency? – authorities’ perspective
• Energy security

• ’peak oil’ – availability of fossil fuels

• geopolitical situation – instability of supply & prices

• grid reliance (climate change)

• Costs reduction (or even financial surpluses)

• declining costs of production from RES vs. fossil fuels

• grid construction & operation

• selling electricity to grid

• Transition to low-carbon economy

• Energiewende: opposition to nuclear energy

• Local socio-economic development

• employment, skills development

• R&D within the municipality

• closed financial cycles

• Attracting investors (Polish energy clusters)

• Increasing social awareness of the importance of sustainable development

(International Renewable Energy Agency, 2018)
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Why self-sufficiency? – prosumers’ perspective

„Leenheer et al. (2011) identifies environmental concerns, technology affinity and 

reputation of electricity companies as the most important drivers for Dutch households 

generating their own power via microgeneration technologies (e.g. micro-CHP).

Financial factors and power outages did not have a significant effect. 

In contrast, for a German sample Korcaj et al. (2014) reveal that the aspiration of 

financial gains, autarky benefits and social status have a positive relationship to the 

attitude towards purchasing PV systems.” (Engelken et al. 2016):

„[in the UK] the most important motivations are earning money from installation, 

increasing household energy independence and protecting against future high 

energy costs” (Balcombe et al., 2014, p. 403)
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Why self-sufficiency? – prosumers’ perspective

(Balcombe et al., 2013, p. 658)
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Energy sources

’Distributed’ energy production: 

• P < 50-100 MWp

• bottom-up planned, locally controlled

• usually connected to grid (behind the meter)

• mostly renewable energy sources, but not necessarily

(Paska et al., 2010)
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Energy sources

Technical solutions feasible at the local level:

• PV panels

• solar collectors

• wind turbines

• heat pumps

• biomass, biofuel and biogas

• hydrogen cells

• micro-hydropower plants

https://gazetawroclawska.pl/wroclaw-panele-sloneczne-na-
dachu-wiezowcabedzie-ich-wiecej/ga/10050612/zd/18678048
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Daily demand vs. supply (electric energy)

(source: https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=19111)

https://i130.photobucket.com/albums/p278/
BruceMcF/EV/gasusage-fig1_zpsf2a692c6.gif

Baseload & Peak Load
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Daily demand vs. supply (electric energy)

(source: https://www.solarchoice.net.au/wp-
content/uploads/Average-NSW-household-in-summer-
electricity-consumption-vs-PV-generation1.JPG
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(NSW, Australia)
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Yearly demand vs. supply (electric energy)

(Staffell & Pfenninger, 2018)
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Energy storage

https://cdn3.volusion.com/qtwky.fn
qeh/v/vspfiles/photos/SW300-5KW-
STOREDGE-TESLA-3.gif?1462719500
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Energy storage
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Feldheim (Germany)
• 37 households
• pop.: ~150 persons
• area: 0,5 sq km 

+ ~15 sq km

Heating:
Grid length: 3 km
Cost: 1,725,000 €
funds: public 50% 
/private 50%

Electricity:
Grid length: 7,2 km
Cost: 400,000 €
funds: private loans
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Feldheim
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Feldheim
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https://nef-feldheim.info/photovoltaik/?lang=en
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Feldheim
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Virtual power plant

https://www.csiro.au/~
/media/EF/CSIRO_VPS_
Diagram_Animation_3-
1000px.gif?mw=1600&
hash=3C776E41DCB6C
1430E653045C8933E74
D833FF7D
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Blockchain transactions

http://energymarketintel.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/blog_blockchain-microgrids_Figure-2-Transformation-of-the-electricity-market-with-blockchain-technology.png

- mechanism for secure

verification of transactions

- invented in 2008 to exchange 

cryptocurrencies

- no intermediaries

- transparency of the entire

history of transactions

- not vulnerable to hackers’ 

attacks (Ukraine example)

- price in the transaction set 

automatically or manaully
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Blockchain transactions

http://scienceandentertainmentexchange.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/06/Blockchain.001-1024x768.jpeg
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Blockchain transactions

(Ioannis et al., 2017)
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Conclusions

• motivations for achieving self-sufficiency for authorities & prosumers

• financing sources

• going off-grid (absolute self-sufficiency) requires a lot of space and 

funds

• possible solutions which help achieve relative self-sufficiency (zero net):

• (automatic) demand-side management 

• energy efficiency

• energy consumption

• How local should we go? (spatial boundaries)
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